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Sensory Moments

Preshow
• A preshow announcement plays over the 

loudspeaker.

Act One
• The orchestra plays “Overture” to begin the 

show, and the black screen lifts to reveal the 
orchestra seated onstage. Flashing signs 
that say “Guys” and “Dolls” drop from the 
ceiling. The black screen drops again as the 
outline of New York City flashes.

SCENE 1: BROADWAY 
• Actors run onstage to dance and sing. A 

phone booth and newspaper stand are 
rolled onstage. Whistles sound.

• When “Overture” ends, “Fugue for 
Tinhorns” begins. Members of the Save-
A-Soul Mission enter from the audience 
playing drums and cymbals and singing 
“Follow the Fold” and exit audience right.

• When Benny says, “The Greek’s in town,” 
the lights dim and music plays. “The Oldest 
Established” begins and actors enter from 
backstage. The lights darken and the actors 
step, clap and stomp while loudly chanting, 
“Crap game!”

• When Nathan says, “Run into Mindy’s 
restaurant,” Nicely-Nicely sprints offstage. 
When Nathan says, “You name it,” members 
of the Save-A-Soul Mission enter playing 
“Follow the Fold.” 

SCENE 2: INSIDE SAVE-A-SOUL MISSION
• When Sarah says, “Don’t worry, I’ll know,” 

the lights dim and “I’ll Know” begins. When 
Sky leaves, the spotlight focuses on Sarah.

SCENE 3: PHONE BOOTH
• A phone rings. When Nathan says, “Buy a 

Studebaker,” the lights dim. 

SCENE 4: THE HOT BOX NIGHTCLUB
• “A Bushel and a Peck” begins as Adelaide 

enters on a hay bale. Dancers enter, 
the lights brighten and LED lights glow 
behind them.

• The set changes to Adelaide’s dressing 
room. When Nathan runs offstage, the lights 
dim and “Adelaide’s Lament” begins.

SCENE 5: A STREET OFF BROADWAY
• The set changes to the city street and the 

orchestra plays “Follow the Fold.” When 
Nicely-Nicely says, “Worldwide weakness,” 
the lights dim and “Guys and Dolls” begins. 
The “Guys” and “Dolls” signs drop from the 
ceiling and change colors.

SCENE 6: OUTSIDE SAVE-A-SOUL MISSION
• When the members of the Save-A-Soul 

Mission say, “Hallelujah,” the lights dim and 
the spotlight focuses on Sky. The lights 
darken and the mission set rolls offstage. 
When Harry the Horse says, “Nathan’s 
getting married,” the group sings “For He’s 
a Jolly Good Fellow.”

Below is a chronological summary of the key sensory moments in each act and 
scene. Between each scene, there is music, changes in lighting and floor-to-ceiling 
panels that move.

Visual, dialogue or sound cues indicating dramatic changes in light, noise or 
movement are in bold.



SCENE 7: A STREET OFF BROADWAY
• Members of the Save-A-Soul Mission enter 

singing “Follow the Fold” and the lights 
dim. The sound of a flying airplane plays 
on the loudspeaker as a stagehand enters 
carrying a prop plane that lights up and flies 
near the front rows of the audience. 

SCENE 8: HAVANA, CUBA
• The lights brighten as music plays and 

dancers enter the stage. Lights dim, 
flash and darken as Sky and Sarah walk 
through the crowd. When Sarah says, 
“Get off of him,” strobes flash as Sky carries 
her offstage.

SCENE 9: HAVANA, CUBA
• “If I Were a Bell” begins. When Sarah says, 

“You talk just like a missionary,” she walks 
offstage as the lights darken. Music plays as 
a stagehand carries the prop plane above 
the audience again. 

SCENE 10: OUTSIDE SAVE-A-SOUL MISSION
• When Sarah says, “She’s in love,” music 

plays. Sky and Sarah sing “My Time of Day” 
and “I’ve Never Been in Love Before.” At 
the end of the songs, the mission set rolls 
onstage. A whistle sounds. When Nicely-
Nicely shouts, “Guys!” spotlights circle the 
stage as sirens sound and gamblers run out 
of the mission.

• When Sarah says, “I’m a mission doll,” the 
lights black out and Act One ends.

Intermission
• House lights go up and the theater may 

become noisy.

• House lights dim when Act Two resumes.

Act Two
• The orchestra plays “Entr’acte” to begin 

Act Two.

SCENE 1: THE HOT BOX NIGHTCLUB
• Music plays and small background lights 

flash. A spotlight focuses on dancers 
as they enter to perform “Take Back 
Your Mink.” 

• The lights dim and focus on Adelaide as she 
sings “Adelaide’s Second Lament.”

SCENE 2: THE STREET
• The lights dim and “More I Cannot Wish 

You” plays.

SCENE 3: THE SEWER
• When Nicely-Nicely says, “This way,” he lifts 

up a manhole cover and the lights darken as 
they climb down through a trap door. Pipes 
drop from the ceiling as dancers enter to 
“The Crapshooters’ Dance.”

• When Nathan says, “Cheer me up,” loud 
music plays, and Nicely-Nicely and Sky 
enter through the tunnel stage left. When 
Sky says, “I’ll give you a clue,” he punches 
Big Jule in the face.

• When Sky says, “Riding on this one,” “Luck 
Be a Lady” begins and the lights darken. 
The lights black out at the end of the song.

SCENE 4: A STREET OFF BROADWAY
• When Nathan says, “I promise you, it’s 

true,” “Sue Me” begins.

SCENE 5: INSIDE SAVE-A-SOUL MISSION
• When General Matilda B. Cartwright says, 

“Anybody else?” Lt. Brannigan enters 
blowing a whistle. When Nicely-Nicely 
drops his hat on the podium, “Sit Down, 
You’re Rockin’ the Boat” begins. This song 
has loud clapping and stopping. 

• The gamblers sing “Follow the Fold.”



SCENE 6: A STREET OFF BROADWAY
• “Adelaide Meets Sarah” plays. When 

Adelaide says, “Crazy or something?” they 
begin singing “Marry the Man Today.”

SCENE 7: BROADWAY
• Dancers enter to music. “Entrance of the 

Mission Band” plays as members of the 
Save-A-Soul Mission enter. When Nathan 
sneezes, “The Happy Ending” plays.

Curtain Call
• House lights go up and music plays as the 

actors take their bows onstage for the 
curtain call.


